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Enchanting Irish-Country Inspired Farmstead Named “Hedgerow”
for the greenery that frames the 19+ acre grounds (16 farm-assessed),
unencumbered views of the Valley stretch for miles and provide the
backdrop to this exquisite East Amwell offering. Formal and informal
spaces fan from an extra wide entry gallery. The living and dining rooms
are neatly trimmed and accented by reclaimed wood floors and fireplaces.
French doors and windows provide endless vistas and access to the
terrace.Warm country elegance abounds in the kitchen and keeping
room with a ceramic tile center island, eyebrow windows and focal
fireplace. Nearby are an office and powder room. Two first floor
bedroom suites include the well-appointed master with his and her
walk-in closets, French doors to the terrace, dressing area and a marble
bath. Upstairs, two bedrooms share a main bathroom while a third is
en suite. A state-of-the-art barn is near four fenced pastures plus a
large outdoor riding arena. $1,800,000
Marketed by Karin Hagios and Norman Callaway, Jr.
609.737.7765

QUINTESSENTIAL BUCKS Historically accurate, this 1800 stone farmhouse in Upper
Makefield’s Jericho Valley has been flawlessly maintained.A Bruce Lesser addition master-
fully unites the old with the new.Wide width floors, original hardware, period paneling,
deeply set windows, charming built-ins and five fireplaces add to comfort and ambiance
within. On the first floor are a living room, dining room, library, home office, gathering room,
kitchen, keeping room, mudroom and two porches.A two-room master suite with a private
bath and four additional bedrooms with a hall bath are on the second floor. A finished
upper level accommodates a quiet, tucked away room.A custom pool with hot tub, a barn
with two horse stalls below and two artist studios above and a barn converted to a two-car
garage grace the bucolic grounds of one of this area’s finest country estates.
$1,570,000 Marketed by Norman Troxel 215.862 6565

Remarkable Privacy in Constitution Hill In the eastern section of Princeton Township’s
meticulously maintained Constitution Hill, this spacious and bright brick residence is
strolling distance from town and boasts an intimate setting that is remarkably private.
The rooms within are all generously sized, especially the cathedral living and dining room
with three sets of sliders blurring the lines between the grand interior and adjoining stone
patio. Combined, they make the perfect entertaining venue. New cooking appliances
serve the large kitchen smartly planned with a peninsula separating the breakfast area
and door to the garage. On the opposite side of the formal slate entry, the versatile master
wing includes a sunny bedroom with sliders, a full bath adjoining a customized walk-in,
hall laundry facilities, and a second full bath across from a den with built-ins. The den easily
accommodates overnight guests when the large upper bedroom suite is occupied. Open
loft space edged with a handsome wood rail matching the stairs and floors below provides
further flexibility. $849,000 Marketed by Deborah Lane 609.921.1050
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Summertime & the livin’ is easier,
in your next dream house.
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